
Saturday's Mid-Range and Sunday's Iron Man matches were our last F- Class matches 
of the year. I want to thank everyone that helped make these matches happen.   
 
Jim Bourn, Alice Ford, Jim Ford, Steve Miles, LeRoy Buskirk, and Bob Englehaupt 
helped with the range improvements, mowing, and weed spraying so we would have a 
nice place to shoot.  Thank you all! 
 
Saturday's Mid-Range match saw Pat Varland of Douglas Wyoming set a new range 
record of 599 - 34X!  Outstanding shooting Pat. 
 
Sunday, we fired our annual Iron Man match.  We had a tough time getting started 
because of the heavy fog.  Once the fog lifted the conditions made for difficult shooting 
at times with swirling winds and 180 wind shifts.   
 
The Iron Man is 2 20 round matches at 600 yards and 2 20 round matches at 1000 shot 
in the same day.  This year we shot it using pair firing instead of string firing like we 
usually do.  We had a couple small glitches with the pair firing but it ended up working 
out fine.   
 
Next year you all need to come out and give it a try -  it is a good time and very 
challenging.   
 
We had shooters travel from quite a long way away to shoot with us.  Kent Jensen 
drove down from Chaffee North Dakota to shoot with us for the first time and our friend 
Anthony Jordan drove up from Colorado Springs again.  Our friend Paul Ward drove 
over from Cheyenne and shot his service rifle.  It would be nice to see more sling 
shooters at ARC. 
 
Our shooting buddy Jason McCormick won the Nebraska State Mid-Range match at 
Eastern Nebraska Gun Club on Saturday and then turned around and drove out here to 
win the Iron Man on Sunday!  Great shooting Jason. 
 
Hope to see you all next season.  If you have comments or feedback on scheduling 
please let me know. 
 
Thanks for coming out and shooting at the Alliance Rifle Club.  
 
Chris Ford 
 


